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7s -ANT, -ENT & plurals (noun; agent, something that performs action) 

ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely hard substance [n -S] 

ADVENTS ADENSTV ADVENT, arrival (act of arriving (to reach a destination)) [n] 

AFFIANT AAFFINT one who makes written declaration under oath [n -S] 

ANCIENT ACEINNT one who lived in ancient times [n -S] 

ASCENTS ACENSST ASCENT, act of ascending (to go or move upward) [n] 

CLIENTS CEILNST CLIENT, customer (one who buys something) [n] 

COOLANT ACLNOOT fluid used to cool engines [n -S] 

DETENTS DEENSTT DETENT, locking or unlocking mechanism [n] 

DEVIANT ADEINTV one that deviates from norm [n -S] 

DOCENTS CDENOST DOCENT, college or university lecturer [n] 

DOPANTS ADNOPST DOPANT, impurity added to pure substance [n] 

ELUANTS AELNSTU ELUANT, solvent (substance capable of dissolving others) [n] 

ELUENTS EELNSTU ELUENT, eluant (solvent (substance capable of dissolving others)) [n] 

ENTRANT AENNRTT one that enters (to come or go into) [n -S] 

ERRANTS AENRRST ERRANT, wanderer (one that wanders (to move about with no destination or purpose)) [n] 

ETCHANT ACEHNTT substance used in etching [n -S] 

EXTENTS EENSTTX EXTENT, range over which something extends [n] 

FORMANT AFMNORT characteristic component of quality of speech sound [n -S] 

GELANTS AEGLNST GELANT, gellant (substance used to produce gelling) [n] 

GELLANT AEGLLNT substance used to produce gelling [n -S] 

GERENTS EEGNRST GERENT, ruler or manager [n] 

HYDRANT ADHNRTY outlet from water main [n -S] 

INFANTS AFINNST INFANT, child in earliest stages of life [n] 

INSTANT AINNSTT very short time [n -S] 

INTENTS EINNSTT INTENT, purpose [n] 

INTRANT AINNRTT entrant (one that enters (to come or go into)) [n -S] 

JURANTS AJNRSTU JURANT, one that takes oath [n] 

LATENTS AELNSTT LATENT, barely visible fingerprint that can be developed for study [n] 

MEDIANT ADEIMNT type of musical tone [n -S] 

MIGRANT AGIMNRT one that migrates (to move from one region to another) [n -S] 

MOMENTS EMMNOST MOMENT, brief period of time [n] 

MOVANTS AMNOSTV MOVANT, person who applies to court for favorable ruling [n] 

MUTANTS AMNSTTU MUTANT, something that undergoes mutation [n] 

OCTANTS ACNOSTT OCTANT, eighth of circle [n] 

ODORANT ADNOORT odorous substance [n -S] 

OPERANT AENOPRT one that operates (to perform function) [n -S] 

OXIDANT ADINOTX oxidizing agent [n -S] 

PAGEANT AAEGNPT elaborate public spectacle [n -S] 

PATIENT AEINPTT one who is under medical treatment [n -S] 

PEASANT AAENPST person of inferior social rank [n -S] 

PEDANTS ADENPST PEDANT, one who flaunts his knowledge [n] 

PENDANT ADENNPT hanging ornament [n -S] 

PENNANT AENNNPT long, narrow flag [n -S] 

RADIANT AADINRT point from which rays are emitted [n -S] 

REGENTS EEGNRST REGENT, one who rules in the place of sovereign [n] 
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REMNANT AEMNNRT something remaining [n -S] 

RODENTS DENORST RODENT, gnawing mammal [n] 

SAVANTS AANSSTV SAVANT, man of profound learning [n] 

SEALANT AAELNST sealing agent [n -S] 

SECANTS ACENSST SECANT, trigonometric function of angle [n] 

SERVANT AENRSTV one that serves others [n -S] 

SILENTS EILNSST silent movies [n -S] 

SONANTS ANNOSST SONANT, sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords [n] 

SPIRANT AINPRST speech sound produced by forcing of breath through narrow passage [n -S] 

TAGGANT AAGGNTT substance added to product to indicate its source of manufacture [n -S] 

TALENTS AELNSTT TALENT, special natural ability [n] 

TITRANT AINRTTT reagent used in titration [n -S] 

TYRANTS ANRSTTY TYRANT, absolute ruler [n] 

VAGRANT AAGNRTV wanderer with no apparent means of support [n -S] 

VALIANT AAILNTV courageous person [n -S] 

VARIANT AAINRTV variable (something that varies) [n -S] 

VERSANT AENRSTV slope of mountain or mountain chain [n -S] 

VIBRANT ABINRTV sonant (sound uttered with vibration of vocal cords) [n -S] 

 

7s -ANT & -ENT (adjective; kind of agent, indication) 

ABEYANT AABENTY marked by abeyance [adj] 

ADAMANT AAADMNT extremely [adj] 

ANCIENT ACEINNT of or pertaining to time long past [adj -ER, -EST 

BLATANT AABLNTT obvious (easily perceived or understood) [adj] 

BRISANT ABINRST BRISANCE, shattering effect of explosive [adj] 

BUOYANT ABNOTUY having buoyancy [adj] 

CANDENT ACDENNT glowing [adj] 

CLAMANT AACLMNT noisy (making loud sounds) [adj] 

CLEMENT CEELMNT merciful (full of mercy) [adj] 

CREDENT CDEENRT believing [adj] 

DEFIANT ADEFINT showing defiance [adj] 

DISTANT ADINSTT far off or apart [adj] 

DISTENT DEINSTT distended [adj] 

DORMANT ADMNORT lying asleep [adj] 

ELEGANT AEEGLNT tastefully opulent [adj] 

EMANANT AAEMNNT issuing from source [adj] 

EMINENT EEIMNNT of high station or rank [adj] 

ERODENT DEENORT erosive (causing erosion (act of eroding (erode))) [adj] 

EVIDENT DEEINTV clear to vision or understanding [adj] 

EXIGENT EEGINTX urgent (requiring immediate attention) [adj] 

FERVENT EEFNRTV marked by fervor [adj] 

FULGENT EFGLNTU shining brightly [adj] 

GARDANT AADGNRT turned directly toward observer -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

HORRENT EHNORRT bristling; standing erect [adj] 

ISSUANT AINSSTU coming forth [adj] 

ITERANT AEINRTT repeating [adj] 
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JESSANT AEJNSST shooting forth [adj] 

LAMBENT ABELMNT flickering lightly and gently over surface [adj] 

LENIENT EEILNNT gently tolerant [adj] 

NASCENT ACENNST coming into existence [adj] 

OPULENT ELNOPTU wealthy (having wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [adj] 

PASSANT AANPSST walking with farther forepaw raised -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

PATIENT AEINPTT able to endure disagreeable circumstances without complaint [adj -ER, -EST]  

PECCANT ACCENPT sinful (marked by sin) [adj] 

PIQUANT AINPQTU agreeably sharp in taste [adj] 

PRUDENT DENPRTU having, showing, or exercising good judgment [adj] 

PULSANT ALNPSTU pulsating [adj] 

PUNGENT EGNNPTU sharply affecting organs of taste or smell [adj] 

RAMPANT AAMNPRT unrestrained (to hold back from action) [adj] 

REBOANT ABENORT resounding loudly [adj] 

REGNANT AEGNNRT reigning [adj] 

RELIANT AEILNRT showing reliance [adj] 

REPTANT AENPRTT creeping or crawling [adj] 

RINGENT EGINNRT having open liplike parts [adj] 

SALTANT AALNSTT jumping or dancing [adj] 

STATANT AANSTTT standing with all feet on ground -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

TURGENT EGNRTTU turgid (swollen) [adj] 

ULULANT ALLNTUU howling [adj] 

UNSPENT ENNPSTU not spent (to pay out) [adj] 

VERDANT ADENRTV green with vegetation [adj] 

VIOLENT EILNOTV marked by intense physical force or roughness [adj] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s -ANT & -ENT (noun; agent, something that performs action) 

ABERRANT AABENRRT deviant (one that deviates from norm) [n -S] 

ABRADANT AAABDNRT abrasive (abrading substance) [n -S] 

ACCIDENT ACCDEINT unexpected or unintentional occurrence [n -S] 

ACCUSANT AACCNSTU accuser (one that accuses (to make assertion against)) [n -S] 

ACESCENT ACCEENST something that is slightly sour [n -S] 

ADHERENT ADEEHNRT supporter (one that supports (to hold up or add strength to)) [n -S] 

ADJUTANT AADJNTTU assistant (one who assists (to give aid or support to)) [n -S] 

ADJUVANT AADJNTUV assistant (one who assists (to give aid or support to)) [n -S] 

AFFERENT AEEFFNRT nerve that conveys impulses toward nerve center [n -S] 

AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S] 

ALTERANT AAELNRTT something that alters [n -S] 

APERIENT AEEINPRT mild laxative [n -S] 

ASPIRANT AAINPRST one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n -S] 

ASSONANT AANNOSST word or syllable that resembles another in sound [n -S] 

BACCHANT AABCCHNT carouser (one that carouses (to engage in carousal)) [n -S, -ES] 

BIVALENT ABEILNTV pair of chromosomes [n -S] 

BOUFFANT ABFFNOTU woman's hairdo [n -S] 
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CLAIMANT AACILMNT one that asserts right or title [n -S] 

COLORANT ACLNOORT pigment or dye [n -S] 

CONSTANT ACNNOSTT something that does not vary [n -S] 

COTENANT ACENNOTT one who is tenant with another in same place [n -S] 

CRESCENT CCEENRST figure of moon in its first or last quarter [n -S] 

DEBUTANT ABDENTTU one who is debuting [n -S] 

DECADENT ACDDEENT one in state of mental or moral decay [n -S] 

DECEDENT CDDEEENT deceased person [n -S] 

DEFERENT DEEEFNRT imaginary circle around earth [n -S] 

DEPONENT DEENNOPT one that depones (to testify under oath) [n -S] 

DILATANT AADILNTT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S] 

DOMINANT ADIMNNOT controlling genetic character [n -S] 

EFFERENT EEEFFNRT organ or part conveying nervous impulses to effector [n -S] 

EFFLUENT EEFFLNTU outflow [n -S] 

EMERGENT EEEGMNRT type of aquatic plant [n -S] 

EMIGRANT AEGIMNRT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S] 

ESCULENT CEELNSTU something that is edible [n -S] 

EVACUANT AACENTUV cathartic medicine [n -S] 

EXCITANT ACEINTTX stimulant [n -S] 

EXHALANT AAEHLNTX something that exhales [n -S] 

EXHALENT AEEHLNTX exhalant (something that exhales (to expel air or vapor)) [n -S] 

EXISTENT EEINSTTX something that exists (to be (to have actuality)) [n -S] 

EXPONENT EENNOPTX one who expounds [n -S] 

FAINEANT AAEFINNT lazy person [n -S] 

FIGURANT AFGINRTU ballet dancer who dances only in groups [n -S] 

FUMIGANT AFGIMNTU substance used in fumigating [n -S] 

GRADIENT ADEGINRT rate of inclination [n -S] 

GRIEVANT AEGINRTV one that submits complaint for arbitration [n -S] 

GUARDANT AADGNRTU guardian (one that guards (to protect)) [n -S] 

HABITANT AABHINTT inhabitant [n -S] 

IMPOTENT EIMNOPTT one that is powerless [n -S] 

INCIDENT CDEIINNT event (something that occurs (to take place)) [n -S] 

INCITANT ACIINNTT something that incites [n -S] 

INDICANT ACDIINNT something that indicates [n -S] 

INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S] 

INFLUENT EFILNNTU tributary [n -S] 

INHALANT AAHILNNT something that is inhaled [n -S] 

INNOCENT CEINNNOT innocent person [n -S] 

INSOLENT EILNNOST extremely rude person [n -S] 

INSULANT AILNNSTU insulating material [n -S] 

INSURANT AINNRSTU one who is insured [n -S] 

IRRITANT AIINRRTT something that irritates [n -S] 

LIBELANT ABEILLNT plaintiff in type of lawsuit [n -S] 

LITIGANT AGIILNTT one who is engaged in lawsuit [n -S] 

MEDICANT ACDEIMNT healing substance [n -S] 

MILITANT AIILMNTT person who is aggressively engaged in cause [n -S] 
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MISAGENT AEGIMNST bad agent [n -S] 

MISEVENT EEIMNSTV mishap (unfortunate accident) [n -S] 

MITIGANT AGIIMNTT something that mitigates [n -S] 

NAUSEANT AAENNSTU agent that induces nausea [n -S] 

NESCIENT CEEINNST one who is ignorant [n -S] 

NONEVENT EENNNOTV expected event that does not occur [n -S] 

NUTRIENT EINNRTTU nourishing substance [n -S] 

OCCIDENT CCDEINOT west (cardinal point of compass) [n -S] 

OCCUPANT ACCNOPTU resident (one who resides) [n -S] 

OPPONENT ENNOOPPT one that opposes another [n -S] 

PENCHANT ACEHNNPT strong liking for something [n -S] 

PENITENT EEINNPTT person who repents his sins [n -S] 

QUITRENT EINQRTTU fixed rent due from socage tenant [n -S] 

QUOTIENT EINOQTTU number resulting from division of one number by another [n -S] 

REACTANT AACENRTT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S] 

REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S] 

RECREANT ACEENRRT coward (one who lacks courage) [n -S] 

RECUSANT ACENRSTU one who refuses to accept established authority [n -S] 

REFERENT EEEFNRRT something referred to [n -S] 

RELAXANT AAELNRTX drug that relieves muscular tension [n -S] 

RESIDENT DEEINRST one who resides [n -S] 

RESONANT AENNORST resounding sound [n -S] 

RETIRANT AEINRRTT retiree (one who has retired from his vocation) [n -S] 

REVENANT AEENNRTV one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S] 

ROBORANT ABNOORRT invigorating drug [n -S] 

RUDIMENT DEIMNRTU basic principle or element [n -S] 

RUMINANT AIMNNRTU hoofed, even-toed mammal [n -S] 

SATURANT AANRSTTU substance used to saturate [n -S] 

SENTIENT EEINNSTT person or thing capable of sensation [n -S] 

SETENANT AEENNSTT postage stamp that differs in design from others in same sheet [n -S] 

SIBILANT ABIILNST speech sound produced by fricative passage of breath through narrow orifice [n -S] 

SIMULANT AILMNSTU one that simulates (to take on appearance of) [n -S] 

SONORANT ANNOORST type of voiced sound [n -S] 

SUBAGENT ABEGNSTU subordinate agent [n -S] 

TOXICANT ACINOTTX poisonous substance [n -S] 

URTICANT ACINRTTU urticating substance [n -S] 

VESICANT ACEINSTV chemical warfare agent that induces blistering [n -S] 

VISITANT AIINSTTV visitor (one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something)) [n -S] 

 

8s -ANT & -ENT (adjective; kind of agent, indication) 

ABDUCENT ABCDENTU serving to abduct [adj] 

ABERRANT AABENRRT deviant [adj] 

ABSONANT AABNNOST unreasonable (reasonable) [adj] 

ABUNDANT AABDNNTU present in great quantity [adj] 

ADDUCENT ACDDENTU serving to adduct [adj] 

ADJACENT AACDEJNT next to [adj] 
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AMBULANT AABLMNTU ambulating [adj] 

APPARENT AAENPPRT easily seen [adj] 

APPETENT AEENPPTT marked by strong desire [adj] 

ARROGANT AAGNORRT overly convinced of one's own worth or importance [adj] 

BESPRENT BEENPRST sprinkled over [adj] 

COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj] 

COUCHANT ACCHNOTU lying down [adj] 

COVALENT ACELNOTV sharing electron pairs [adj] 

DESINENT DEEINNST terminating [adj] 

DILIGENT DEGIILNT persevering [adj] 

DIRIMENT DEIIMNRT nullifying [adj] 

DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj] 

DORMIENT DEIMNORT dormant (lying asleep) [adj] 

ELOQUENT EELNOQTU fluent and convincing in speech [adj] 

EQUITANT AEINQTTU overlapping [adj] 

ERUMPENT EEMNPRTU bursting forth [adj] 

ESURIENT EEINRSTU greedy (marked by greed) [adj] 

EXULTANT AELNTTUX exulting [adj] 

FECULENT CEEFLNTU foul with impurities [adj] 

FLAGRANT AAFGLNRT extremely conspicuous [adj] 

FLIPPANT AFILNPPT impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj] 

FORSPENT EFNOPRST worn out [adj] 

FRAGRANT AAFGNRRT having pleasant odor [adj] 

FREQUENT EEFNQRTU occurring again and again [adj -ER, -EST] 

HELLBENT BEEHLLNT stubbornly determined [adj] 

HESITANT AEHINSTT tending to hesitate [adj] 

IGNORANT AGINNORT having no knowledge [adj] 

IMMANENT AEIMMNNT existing within (interior place or area) [adj] 

IMMINENT EIIMMNNT ready to take place [adj] 

IMPUDENT DEIMNPTU offensively bold or disrespectful [adj] 

INDECENT CDEEINNT not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety) [adj -ER, -EST] 

INDOLENT DEILNNOT lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adj] 

INERRANT AEINNRRT free from error [adj] 

INHERENT EEHINNRT existing in something as an essential characteristic [adj] 

INNOCENT CEINNNOT free from guilt or sin [adj -ER, -EST] 

INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating [adj] 

JUBILANT ABIJLNTU exultant (exulting) [adj] 

LUCULENT CELLNTUU lucid (easily understood) [adj] 

OBEDIENT BDEEINOT obeying or willing to obey [adj] 

OBEISANT ABEINOST showing reverence or respect [adj] 

OPPILANT AILNOPPT OPPILATE, to obstruct (to get in way of) [adj] 

OSCITANT ACINOSTT yawning [adj] 

OSCULANT ACLNOSTU adhering closely [adj] 

PATULENT AELNPTTU patulous (spreading; open) [adj] 

PERMEANT AEEMNPRT that permeates [adj] 

PETULANT AELNPTTU peevish (irritable) [adj] 
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PLANGENT AEGLNNPT resounding loudly [adj] 

PLEASANT AAELNPST pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

POIGNANT AGINNOPT emotionally distressing [adj] 

PREGNANT AEGNNPRT carrying developing fetus in uterus [adj] 

PRURIENT EINPRRTU having lustful thoughts or desires [adj] 

PUISSANT AINPSSTU powerful (possessing great force) [adj] 

PURULENT ELNPRTUU secreting pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

REDOLENT DEELNORT fragrant (having pleasant odor) [adj] 

REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj] 

RELEVANT AEELNRTV pertaining to matter at hand [adj] 

RELUCENT CEELNRTU reflecting light [adj] 

REMANENT AEEMNNRT remaining [adj] 

RENITENT EEINNRTT resisting physical pressure [adj] 

RETICENT CEEINRTT tending to be silent [adj] 

REVEHENT EEEHNRTV carrying back [adj] 

REVERENT EEENRRTV deeply respectful [adj] 

RUTILANT AILNRTTU having reddish glow [adj] 

SCANDENT ACDENNST climbing, as a plant [adj] 

STAGNANT AAGNNSTT not moving or flowing [adj] 

STRIDENT DEINRSTT shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj] 

TITUBANT ABINTTTU marked by wavering [adj] 

TOLERANT AELNORTT inclined to tolerate [adj] 

TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj] 

UNDULANT ADLNNTUU undulating [adj] 

UNPLIANT AILNNPTU PLIANT, easily bent [adj] 

UNSILENT EILNNSTU not silent (making no sound or noise) [adj] 

VEGETANT AEEGNTTV characteristic of plant life [adj] 

VEHEMENT EEEHMNTV ardent (characterized by intense emotion) [adj] 

VIGILANT AGIILNTV watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj] 

VIRULENT EILNRTUV extremely poisonous [adj] 

VOLITANT AILNOTTV volant (flying or capable of flying) [adj] 
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	ISSUANT AINSSTU coming forth [adj]
	ITERANT AEINRTT repeating [adj]
	JESSANT AEJNSST shooting forth [adj]
	LAMBENT ABELMNT flickering lightly and gently over surface [adj]
	LENIENT EEILNNT gently tolerant [adj]
	NASCENT ACENNST coming into existence [adj]
	OPULENT ELNOPTU wealthy (having wealth (great quantity of valuable material)) [adj]
	PASSANT AANPSST walking with farther forepaw raised -- used of heraldic animal [adj]
	PATIENT AEINPTT able to endure disagreeable circumstances without complaint [adj -ER, -EST]
	PECCANT ACCENPT sinful (marked by sin) [adj]
	PIQUANT AINPQTU agreeably sharp in taste [adj]
	PRUDENT DENPRTU having, showing, or exercising good judgment [adj]
	PULSANT ALNPSTU pulsating [adj]
	PUNGENT EGNNPTU sharply affecting organs of taste or smell [adj]
	RAMPANT AAMNPRT unrestrained (to hold back from action) [adj]
	REBOANT ABENORT resounding loudly [adj]
	REGNANT AEGNNRT reigning [adj]
	RELIANT AEILNRT showing reliance [adj]
	REPTANT AENPRTT creeping or crawling [adj]
	RINGENT EGINNRT having open liplike parts [adj]
	SALTANT AALNSTT jumping or dancing [adj]
	STATANT AANSTTT standing with all feet on ground -- used of heraldic animal [adj]
	TURGENT EGNRTTU turgid (swollen) [adj]
	ULULANT ALLNTUU howling [adj]
	UNSPENT ENNPSTU not spent (to pay out) [adj]
	VERDANT ADENRTV green with vegetation [adj]
	VIOLENT EILNOTV marked by intense physical force or roughness [adj]
	8s -ANT & -ENT (noun; agent, something that performs action)
	ABERRANT AABENRRT deviant (one that deviates from norm) [n -S]
	ABRADANT AAABDNRT abrasive (abrading substance) [n -S]
	ACCIDENT ACCDEINT unexpected or unintentional occurrence [n -S]
	ACCUSANT AACCNSTU accuser (one that accuses (to make assertion against)) [n -S]
	ACESCENT ACCEENST something that is slightly sour [n -S]
	ADHERENT ADEEHNRT supporter (one that supports (to hold up or add strength to)) [n -S]
	ADJUTANT AADJNTTU assistant (one who assists (to give aid or support to)) [n -S]
	ADJUVANT AADJNTUV assistant (one who assists (to give aid or support to)) [n -S]
	AFFERENT AEEFFNRT nerve that conveys impulses toward nerve center [n -S]
	AFFLUENT AEFFLNTU stream that flows into another [n -S]
	ALTERANT AAELNRTT something that alters [n -S]
	APERIENT AEEINPRT mild laxative [n -S]
	ASPIRANT AAINPRST one that aspires (to have earnest desire or ambition) [n -S]
	ASSONANT AANNOSST word or syllable that resembles another in sound [n -S]
	BACCHANT AABCCHNT carouser (one that carouses (to engage in carousal)) [n -S, -ES]
	BIVALENT ABEILNTV pair of chromosomes [n -S]
	BOUFFANT ABFFNOTU woman's hairdo [n -S]
	CLAIMANT AACILMNT one that asserts right or title [n -S]
	COLORANT ACLNOORT pigment or dye [n -S]
	CONSTANT ACNNOSTT something that does not vary [n -S]
	COTENANT ACENNOTT one who is tenant with another in same place [n -S]
	CRESCENT CCEENRST figure of moon in its first or last quarter [n -S]
	DEBUTANT ABDENTTU one who is debuting [n -S]
	DECADENT ACDDEENT one in state of mental or moral decay [n -S]
	DECEDENT CDDEEENT deceased person [n -S]
	DEFERENT DEEEFNRT imaginary circle around earth [n -S]
	DEPONENT DEENNOPT one that depones (to testify under oath) [n -S]
	DILATANT AADILNTT dilator (one that dilates (to make wider or larger)) [n -S]
	DOMINANT ADIMNNOT controlling genetic character [n -S]
	EFFERENT EEEFFNRT organ or part conveying nervous impulses to effector [n -S]
	EFFLUENT EEFFLNTU outflow [n -S]
	EMERGENT EEEGMNRT type of aquatic plant [n -S]
	EMIGRANT AEGIMNRT one that emigrates (to leave one country or region to settle in another) [n -S]
	ESCULENT CEELNSTU something that is edible [n -S]
	EVACUANT AACENTUV cathartic medicine [n -S]
	EXCITANT ACEINTTX stimulant [n -S]
	EXHALANT AAEHLNTX something that exhales [n -S]
	EXHALENT AEEHLNTX exhalant (something that exhales (to expel air or vapor)) [n -S]
	EXISTENT EEINSTTX something that exists (to be (to have actuality)) [n -S]
	EXPONENT EENNOPTX one who expounds [n -S]
	FAINEANT AAEFINNT lazy person [n -S]
	FIGURANT AFGINRTU ballet dancer who dances only in groups [n -S]
	FUMIGANT AFGIMNTU substance used in fumigating [n -S]
	GRADIENT ADEGINRT rate of inclination [n -S]
	GRIEVANT AEGINRTV one that submits complaint for arbitration [n -S]
	GUARDANT AADGNRTU guardian (one that guards (to protect)) [n -S]
	HABITANT AABHINTT inhabitant [n -S]
	IMPOTENT EIMNOPTT one that is powerless [n -S]
	INCIDENT CDEIINNT event (something that occurs (to take place)) [n -S]
	INCITANT ACIINNTT something that incites [n -S]
	INDICANT ACDIINNT something that indicates [n -S]
	INDIGENT DEGIINNT needy person [n -S]
	INFLUENT EFILNNTU tributary [n -S]
	INHALANT AAHILNNT something that is inhaled [n -S]
	INNOCENT CEINNNOT innocent person [n -S]
	INSOLENT EILNNOST extremely rude person [n -S]
	INSULANT AILNNSTU insulating material [n -S]
	INSURANT AINNRSTU one who is insured [n -S]
	IRRITANT AIINRRTT something that irritates [n -S]
	LIBELANT ABEILLNT plaintiff in type of lawsuit [n -S]
	LITIGANT AGIILNTT one who is engaged in lawsuit [n -S]
	MEDICANT ACDEIMNT healing substance [n -S]
	MILITANT AIILMNTT person who is aggressively engaged in cause [n -S]
	MISAGENT AEGIMNST bad agent [n -S]
	MISEVENT EEIMNSTV mishap (unfortunate accident) [n -S]
	MITIGANT AGIIMNTT something that mitigates [n -S]
	NAUSEANT AAENNSTU agent that induces nausea [n -S]
	NESCIENT CEEINNST one who is ignorant [n -S]
	NONEVENT EENNNOTV expected event that does not occur [n -S]
	NUTRIENT EINNRTTU nourishing substance [n -S]
	OCCIDENT CCDEINOT west (cardinal point of compass) [n -S]
	OCCUPANT ACCNOPTU resident (one who resides) [n -S]
	OPPONENT ENNOOPPT one that opposes another [n -S]
	PENCHANT ACEHNNPT strong liking for something [n -S]
	PENITENT EEINNPTT person who repents his sins [n -S]
	QUITRENT EINQRTTU fixed rent due from socage tenant [n -S]
	QUOTIENT EINOQTTU number resulting from division of one number by another [n -S]
	REACTANT AACENRTT one that reacts (to respond to stimulus) [n -S]
	REASCENT ACEENRST new or second ascent [n -S]
	RECREANT ACEENRRT coward (one who lacks courage) [n -S]
	RECUSANT ACENRSTU one who refuses to accept established authority [n -S]
	REFERENT EEEFNRRT something referred to [n -S]
	RELAXANT AAELNRTX drug that relieves muscular tension [n -S]
	RESIDENT DEEINRST one who resides [n -S]
	RESONANT AENNORST resounding sound [n -S]
	RETIRANT AEINRRTT retiree (one who has retired from his vocation) [n -S]
	REVENANT AEENNRTV one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S]
	ROBORANT ABNOORRT invigorating drug [n -S]
	RUDIMENT DEIMNRTU basic principle or element [n -S]
	RUMINANT AIMNNRTU hoofed, even-toed mammal [n -S]
	SATURANT AANRSTTU substance used to saturate [n -S]
	SENTIENT EEINNSTT person or thing capable of sensation [n -S]
	SETENANT AEENNSTT postage stamp that differs in design from others in same sheet [n -S]
	SIBILANT ABIILNST speech sound produced by fricative passage of breath through narrow orifice [n -S]
	SIMULANT AILMNSTU one that simulates (to take on appearance of) [n -S]
	SONORANT ANNOORST type of voiced sound [n -S]
	SUBAGENT ABEGNSTU subordinate agent [n -S]
	TOXICANT ACINOTTX poisonous substance [n -S]
	URTICANT ACINRTTU urticating substance [n -S]
	VESICANT ACEINSTV chemical warfare agent that induces blistering [n -S]
	VISITANT AIINSTTV visitor (one that visits (to go or come to see someone or something)) [n -S]
	8s -ANT & -ENT (adjective; kind of agent, indication)
	ABDUCENT ABCDENTU serving to abduct [adj]
	ABERRANT AABENRRT deviant [adj]
	ABSONANT AABNNOST unreasonable (reasonable) [adj]
	ABUNDANT AABDNNTU present in great quantity [adj]
	ADDUCENT ACDDENTU serving to adduct [adj]
	ADJACENT AACDEJNT next to [adj]
	AMBULANT AABLMNTU ambulating [adj]
	APPARENT AAENPPRT easily seen [adj]
	APPETENT AEENPPTT marked by strong desire [adj]
	ARROGANT AAGNORRT overly convinced of one's own worth or importance [adj]
	BESPRENT BEENPRST sprinkled over [adj]
	COHERENT CEEHNORT sticking together [adj]
	COUCHANT ACCHNOTU lying down [adj]
	COVALENT ACELNOTV sharing electron pairs [adj]
	DESINENT DEEINNST terminating [adj]
	DILIGENT DEGIILNT persevering [adj]
	DIRIMENT DEIIMNRT nullifying [adj]
	DIVALENT ADEILNTV having valence of two [adj]
	DORMIENT DEIMNORT dormant (lying asleep) [adj]
	ELOQUENT EELNOQTU fluent and convincing in speech [adj]
	EQUITANT AEINQTTU overlapping [adj]
	ERUMPENT EEMNPRTU bursting forth [adj]
	ESURIENT EEINRSTU greedy (marked by greed) [adj]
	EXULTANT AELNTTUX exulting [adj]
	FECULENT CEEFLNTU foul with impurities [adj]
	FLAGRANT AAFGLNRT extremely conspicuous [adj]
	FLIPPANT AFILNPPT impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful) [adj]
	FORSPENT EFNOPRST worn out [adj]
	FRAGRANT AAFGNRRT having pleasant odor [adj]
	FREQUENT EEFNQRTU occurring again and again [adj -ER, -EST]
	HELLBENT BEEHLLNT stubbornly determined [adj]
	HESITANT AEHINSTT tending to hesitate [adj]
	IGNORANT AGINNORT having no knowledge [adj]
	IMMANENT AEIMMNNT existing within (interior place or area) [adj]
	IMMINENT EIIMMNNT ready to take place [adj]
	IMPUDENT DEIMNPTU offensively bold or disrespectful [adj]
	INDECENT CDEEINNT not decent (conforming to recognized standards of propriety) [adj -ER, -EST]
	INDOLENT DEILNNOT lazy (disinclined toward work or exertion) [adj]
	INERRANT AEINNRRT free from error [adj]
	INHERENT EEHINNRT existing in something as an essential characteristic [adj]
	INNOCENT CEINNNOT free from guilt or sin [adj -ER, -EST]
	INUNDANT ADINNNTU inundating [adj]
	JUBILANT ABIJLNTU exultant (exulting) [adj]
	LUCULENT CELLNTUU lucid (easily understood) [adj]
	OBEDIENT BDEEINOT obeying or willing to obey [adj]
	OBEISANT ABEINOST showing reverence or respect [adj]
	OPPILANT AILNOPPT OPPILATE, to obstruct (to get in way of) [adj]
	OSCITANT ACINOSTT yawning [adj]
	OSCULANT ACLNOSTU adhering closely [adj]
	PATULENT AELNPTTU patulous (spreading; open) [adj]
	PERMEANT AEEMNPRT that permeates [adj]
	PETULANT AELNPTTU peevish (irritable) [adj]
	PLANGENT AEGLNNPT resounding loudly [adj]
	PLEASANT AAELNPST pleasing [adj -ER, -EST]
	POIGNANT AGINNOPT emotionally distressing [adj]
	PREGNANT AEGNNPRT carrying developing fetus in uterus [adj]
	PRURIENT EINPRRTU having lustful thoughts or desires [adj]
	PUISSANT AINPSSTU powerful (possessing great force) [adj]
	PURULENT ELNPRTUU secreting pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj]
	REDOLENT DEELNORT fragrant (having pleasant odor) [adj]
	REFLUENT EEFLNRTU flowing back [adj]
	RELEVANT AEELNRTV pertaining to matter at hand [adj]
	RELUCENT CEELNRTU reflecting light [adj]
	REMANENT AEEMNNRT remaining [adj]
	RENITENT EEINNRTT resisting physical pressure [adj]
	RETICENT CEEINRTT tending to be silent [adj]
	REVEHENT EEEHNRTV carrying back [adj]
	REVERENT EEENRRTV deeply respectful [adj]
	RUTILANT AILNRTTU having reddish glow [adj]
	SCANDENT ACDENNST climbing, as a plant [adj]
	STAGNANT AAGNNSTT not moving or flowing [adj]
	STRIDENT DEINRSTT shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adj]
	TITUBANT ABINTTTU marked by wavering [adj]
	TOLERANT AELNORTT inclined to tolerate [adj]
	TRIPPANT AINPPRTT walking -- used of heraldic animal [adj]
	UNDULANT ADLNNTUU undulating [adj]
	UNPLIANT AILNNPTU PLIANT, easily bent [adj]
	UNSILENT EILNNSTU not silent (making no sound or noise) [adj]
	VEGETANT AEEGNTTV characteristic of plant life [adj]
	VEHEMENT EEEHMNTV ardent (characterized by intense emotion) [adj]
	VIGILANT AGIILNTV watchful (closely observant or alert) [adj]
	VIRULENT EILNRTUV extremely poisonous [adj]
	VOLITANT AILNOTTV volant (flying or capable of flying) [adj]

